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first became interested in hormones and gene expression, up and down through levsocial behavior while conducting an exper- els of analysis that often change within a
iment on birds in the field. My colleagues single sentence.
and I were studying the evolution of male
Adkins-Regan’s approach to hormones
parental care by comparing the reproductive and behavior is one part common sense and
success of two groups of female dark-eyed one part rigor. The common sense is
juncos (Junco hyemalis), those
expressed in an informal writrearing young with the assis- Hormones and Animal ing style that sometimes
tance of a male and those forced
makes you smile. For examSocial Behavior
to rear young alone because we by Elizabeth Adkins-Regan ple, when she describes the
had captured their mates. We Princeton University Press, ability of one individual’s
reasoned that any difference Princeton, NJ, 2005. 429 pp. behavior to alter gene expresbetween the two groups could $79.50, £51.95. ISBN 0- sion in another, she refers to
be attributed to the male’s help, 691-09246-X. Paper, $45, the power of animals to “tickle
giving us a quantitative meas- £29.95. ISBN 0-691-09247- each others’ genomes.” And
ure in numbers of offspring of 8. Monographs in Behavior when she summarizes the role
what that help was worth. As it and Ecology.
of hormones in the developturned out, however, our experment of insect castes in which
iment was not so simple. Removing males led an individual’s caste develops not as dicto the appearance of “replacements” whose tated by its genes but by
presence had not been anticipated but whose its nutritional and social
behavior proved fascinating. Some replace- environment, she writes
ment males fed the female’s offspring, while that “queens are made,
others chased and courted the females but not laid.” The author couignored the offspring (1). I had to know what ples her conversational
underlay these different male behaviors. Did style with insistence on
an individual’s experience of having been a the most rigorous stanparent in the past, or of having copulated with dards for knowing. She
a particular female, make him more or less frequently points out how
likely to care for his neighbor’s young? If confined our knowledge
there were selective advantages to adopting, is by the small number of
why did only some of the males adopt? Was species studied and hamparental behavior latent in all male birds mers home the point that
owing to its early origin within the clade? And it is not safe to assume
what was the role of hormones such as testos- that what is true for one Mating under the influence. In the rough-skinned newt (Taricha
terone and prolactin?
species is true for another. granulosa), the interactions of peptides and steroids lead males to
In Hormones and Animal Social BehavOne of Adkins-Regan’s mate in response to female stimuli except when a predator threatens.
ior, Elizabeth Adkins-Regan addresses the many accomplishments in
roles played by hormones in the social life the book is her successful integration of Niko hormones often rise in the circulation after
of animals. The author, a behavioral Tinbergen’s celebrated four questions. a behavior is expressed, as a response to the
endocrinologist at Cornell University, aims Tinbergen was awarded a Nobel Prize for his cues from the environment that elicited the
her book at researchers who seek a greater seminal contributions to ethology, the most behavior. Hormones may thus function to
understanding of behaviors whose prof- lasting of which may be the roadmap he pro- prepare the organism for future encounters
itability to the actor depends on how other vided for the study of animal behavior. with these same cues. Relying on an
animals respond. Social behavior includes According to Tinbergen (2), a full under- expected correlation between past and
fighting, mating, signaling, pair bonding, standing of any behavior requires that we future can spare the animal drawbacks of
and parenting. Adkins-Regan explores how know how it develops, how it is mediated by expressing a behavior like aggression when
hormones connect variation in these behav- underlying mechanisms, how it contributes it is not called for. The immune system and
iors to variation in fitness, life history, alter- to fitness, and how it evolved. Many have the development of acquired immunity pronative phenotypes, sex, and evolution. In so cited the importance of this approach, but vide a good analogy.
The evanescence of hormones and their
doing, she takes the reader sledding from to my mind Adkins-Regan is the first to
brain to behavior and from hormones to have achieved a true synthesis, and she has loose connection with behavior can be frusdone so by putting hormones front and, trating to ecological and evolutionary bioloimportantly, center. To oversimplify, the gists who were drawn to hormones because
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genes work from the inside to produce the
enzymes that synthesize hormones and the
receptor proteins that respond to them in
target tissues. The hormone in the center
stimulates or represses behaviors that influence fitness, causing the hormonal mechanisms that mediate behavior to evolve as
social behavior evolves.
Deep understanding of the role of hormones in the expression and evolution of
behavior is nevertheless challenging. In the
relatively easy cases (for example, aggressive behavior in male chickens), you
castrate and the behavior goes away; you
provide hormone replacement, and the
behavior comes back. More often, however,
in the strictest sense hormones cannot be
said to cause behavior, because the organism can produce the behavior in the
absence of the hormone. That is, the behavior
is “there” in the animal, and the hormone’s
role is to facilitate, mediate, coordinate,
suppress, and otherwise alter the likelihood
of the behavior’s expression. Consequently,
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facilitate the coexpression of adaptive characters to form suites or syndromes. Such hormonal pleiotropy can help to explain genetic
correlations that cause characters to respond
to selection in a coordinated way. But what
happens when one or a few of these
co-occurring correlated characters are no
longer beneficial? How, in a mechanistic
sense, are correlations broken and short-term
constraints overcome? Answers are currently
elusive, but the guideposts Adkins-Regan
provides to young researchers should make
them more attainable.
At least two practical applications of the
perspective provided by the book broaden its
appeal. First, it offers insight regarding how
animals are likely to respond to climate
change. Many seasonal organisms employ
hormones to coordinate their breeding to the
time when conditions in the environment are
appropriate. The cues that trigger hormone
secretion and behavioral and physiological
response differ by species and sex, but in
general they have proven to be reliable predictors over time. Alternative cues that are
better predictors of the new realities brought
by climate change will surely be available,
and over time selection will favor those individuals that adjust the timing of their breeding. But the unit of selection may be the

coordinated hormonal responses of males
and females, and such adjustments may take
some time, whereas the rate of environmental change may be rather rapid. A second
practical application concerns endocrinedisrupting chemicals in the environment,
and here organisms may have less opportunity to adjust. Some of these chemicals
hijack ancient and fundamental mechanisms
that cannot be readily revamped. Although
understanding hormonal mechanisms can
again enhance predictions regarding outcomes, the ability of selection to fix the situation may be far more limited.
My only criticisms of Adkins-Regan’s
book are really requests for more. More
illustrations would have been useful
throughout, more extensive treatment of
invertebrates and plants would have been
welcome, and certain passages would have
benefited from more citations. My overriding conclusion, however, is that Hormones
and Animal Social Behavior is a highly illuminating book that is also a pleasure to read.
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exaggerated displays and ornaments, female
choice, male-male aggression, and male
parental care. Wattles and plumes are evidence that sexual selection has occurred and
measuring them is a straightforward affair,
but the hormonal systems that promote their
development are less a fixed property on
which selection can act. More often these
systems are plastic or flexible attributes of
an individual that respond to changes in the
environment; to obtain meaningful results,
the attributes must be measured in relation
to those of other individuals with which the
organism interacts.
Is there potential for selection on this kind
of hormonally mediated trait? Certainly.
Individuals vary in hormonal response to
cues from the environment and in sensitivity
to the hormones they produce. This nexus of
sensitivity and response can be acted on by
selection, giving rise to differences in aggression, bonding, and fighting. But as AdkinsRegan so clearly explains, we are just beginning to understand how. For example, we
know very little about how different traits
come to be regulated by the same hormone
and even less about how they might escape
such control. In well-studied cases like the
links among testosterone, aggression, and
parental behavior, the hormone is known to
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